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GBM exists to help churches support their
missionaries worldwide, in ministries of
evangelism, church planting, training,
compassion, radio and literature.

When my Dad became a ‘missionary’
back in 1950, it was less complicated.
If you were from one of the ‘Grace’
constituency Churches and were willing
to enter missionary service, then it meant
going to South India to serve with SBM.
There were not a lot of other options
available. That is no longer the case!
Missionaries associated with GBM are
now serving on four different continents.
Not only have the locations increased,
but the number of people-groups being
served has also grown enormously. It is
no longer necessary, or even possible,
to be sure about which particular
indigenous people-group should be
targeted. There has been such an
increase in the movement of people all
over the world that many Churches both
in the UK and overseas may often have
folk from four, or even more, different
continents in their own congregation!
This provides both wonderful
opportunities and big challenges for all
those seeking to proclaim and live out
the glorious gospel of Christ. What is
our priority to be? Where should we
be concentrating our efforts? What is
my particular role to be in the work of
planting or assisting in the strengthening
of churches? Many of those who have
gone with a particular task or role in
mind have ended up doing something
quite different from what they or their
sending church had anticipated.
That could indicate a lack of planning
and understanding, but more often
it is because the situation demands a
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different approach or strategy. Things
change and needs arise that require a
ﬂexibility and an adaptability to respond
to the real needs. The apostle Paul had a
strategy with his missionary work, but he
had to change his plans and submit to
and obey the Holy Spirit’s direction as we
see in Acts 16: 6-10. We too have to be
ready to review and amend our plans.
How is the current inﬂux of immigrants
from the Middle East going to impact
on the work of our missionaries and
our own churches? This is just one
of the ways we are being given new
opportunities to work among people
that previously we would have had great
difficulty in reaching. We don’t need
to agonise as to whether this is our
calling – it is the duty and privilege of
every Christian to ‘do good to everyone,
and especially to those who are of the
household of faith’.
We don’t need a ‘call’ to serve God
in his Church. That comes as part of
the great privilege of being saved and
adopted into the family of God. We all
have a responsibility to use the abilities
and opportunities God gives us to make
Christ known, to encourage and build
one another other up, and in all things to
glorify God. May we all, together with our
missionaries, know the joy and wonder of
seeing God continue to build his Church
through adding many from every nation,
and being pleased to use the likes of you
and me in this wonderful work!

We don’t need
a ‘call’ to serve
God in his
Church. That
comes as part
of the great
privilege of
being saved
and adopted
into the family
of God

Graham Field
[3]

Latvia

‘Where have all these people come from?’
Malcolm and Ruth Firth serve in Latvia,
where they have been leading a church-plant in
Mežciems in NE Riga. Here Ruth reports on
the remarkable growth they have seen in the
past year

Left: Baptisms in the sea
Below left: Several new Christians from China about
to be baptised
Below right: Knocking down an internal wall to
make more space
Bottom left: People from many nations in the
crowded room

It is now just over five years since we began
church-planting in Mezciems, Riga, and being
asked to write an article about the growth of the
work means that it is a great opportunity to look
back and see what God has done. There would
not be time to describe all that has happened, and
so in this report we want to concentrate on more
recent developments, specifically the past twelve
months or so.
As you read this, it will be two years since
we moved into office premises for our Sunday
services. We had been meeting in our home, but
as a regular group of around twenty people we
needed more space. We wondered what it would
be like to meet in a different kind of environment,
and whether we would be able to pay the rent if
our numbers declined. We were determined to
keep providing a meal every Sunday, despite the
lack of a kitchen, so that we could spend as much
time together as possible. We had only one little
girl, so no Sunday school. Very soon after making
the move, we began to grow in numbers, seeing
a substantial number of Chinese people coming
along, and other internationals who found us on
Facebook (we had not advertised our meetings
publicly when using our home). We needed more
space, and were able to rent the next-door office
for a Sunday school, and use the connecting
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corridor as our kitchen. We began to outgrow
these premises, however, and so were happy
when a larger set of self-contained rooms became
available in the same building, complete with a
spacious roof terrace! We moved into these new
premises at the end of August 2015, bought more
chairs, more coat-racks, printed more songbooks
(all of this not for the first time!) and thought that
we would now be ready for the new academic
year. The first Sunday in our new premises,
however, our congregation almost doubled, with
around thirty new people arriving! We could not
fit everyone in the main room, so people were
listening through the open window whilst sitting
outside on the roof (we had run out of chairs).
We struggled to accommodate the newcomers
for several months, before we were able to knock
down a wall, and everyone could once more be
together in one room to worship.
The large number of new people attending
continued so that in the space of a week our
congregation grew from around fifty regulars to
eighty. Students returning after the summer would
ask, ‘Where have all these people come from?’,
to which the only answer was that we had no
idea! We also continued to have large numbers of
visitors – people who are in Riga only for holidays
or a short business trip, or visiting family and
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Bottom right: Members of the congregation out on
the roof as there is insufficient room inside
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Latvia

There are areas of concern, most especially
regarding commitment. It has been observable
that as we grow in numbers we also have
more people who are on the periphery, and
attend sporadically

Top: The Church group photo

Below left: The Chinese study group

Below right Enjoying Chinese hospitality

Bottom left: Craft time in Sunday school Bottom right: Sharing testimony on a Sunday morning
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friends. It is extremely unusual for us not to have
new people in our Sunday services. As you can
imagine, the last four months of 2015 were tiring.
Simply trying to get to know people took a while,
and there were times when we couldn’t remember
if we’d met someone before. Everyone found it
rather overwhelming, and there were many things
to do in order to keep up with the growth.
We are so thankful as we look back and see
how God has provided for the needs of our
growing congregation. We have a great group of
Sunday school teachers, ably led by an American
family who arrived last July. We have a rota of
volunteers who bring food, so that we still eat
together every Sunday. We have more musicians
who are doing a wonderful job of leading us. We
have some small groups up and running. Most of
all we rejoice that a good number of our Chinese
friends have taken the step of publicly repenting
and professing faith in Jesus. We had been praying
for conversions amongst the Chinese for some
time. Now we have a weekly Chinese-language
Bible study, led by two of our mature Chinese
Christians, to disciple these new believers, and we
plan for another baptismal service in June.
There are areas of concern, most especially
regarding commitment. It has been observable
that as we grow in numbers we also have more
people who are on the periphery and attend
sporadically. It is frustrating, and we do not have
the time to follow up all of them. We would like
to see less of this, and need to give prayer and
thought to what, if anything, we can do about it.
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As this year we move towards church membership
we want to challenge people about their
commitment to God’s family.
One exciting – and somewhat frightening –
development is our decision to support our Syrian
refugee family to start up a business here in Riga.
They are a lovely Christian family, from Aleppo,
and have been in Latvia for the past eighteen
months. In Aleppo they had their own family
business, making gold jewelry. The support they
received initially from the Latvian government
has come to an end, and there are no other job
prospects for the father. (As far as we are aware
there are no initiatives to help refugees find work
here in Latvia.)
We believe that we have a responsibility to
help this family, and so have begun the process of
starting up a jewelry-making business here in Riga,
selling over the internet. So far we have overcome
various obstacles – importing the necessary
equipment from China was the first of these. Then
we needed to find a workshop, which seemed
an impossibility. Incredibly, we found a jeweler’s
workshop for sale, and were able to agree to
rent it from the owner instead. The workshop is a
two-minute walk from the family’s home! There
is much still to do, but hopefully by the time you
read this the business will be operational, and we
trust that with God’s help this family will be able to
make a living here in Riga.
Could you serve on this year’s Latvia
Envision team? See page 27 for details
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Am I called?

A CALL
TO RETHINK

Do you need a special experience of calling from God to serve in crosscultural mission? Many people think so, and the traditional language
of a ‘missionary call’ is cloaked in mysticism. But is it a biblical concept?
Nigel Graham from Grace Baptist Church, Warboys, is a member of
GBM Council, and wrote this paper to challenge us to think biblically

Eight years ago, at my induction service I stated,
‘I believe in my heart that God has truly called me
to the pastoral oversight of Warboys Grace Baptist
Church.’
So what did I mean when I said, ‘that God
has truly called me?’ Does an individual need to
feel a clear sense of divine call to serve in fulltime gospel work, here or overseas? I want to
suggest that the traditional language of ‘the
call’ is not reﬂective of Scripture, and so is
unhelpful.

say: ‘Your prayer is answered.’ And from that time
the conviction has never left me that I was called
to China.’ When people use the language of call,
they seem to mean an internal subjective sense
that God wants them to do full-time gospel work,
maybe even a call to serve in a particular place.
Feeling burdens, getting impressions, a strong
inner feeling, inward compulsion, the Holy Spirit’s
internal call…all of this language is used. Some
will speak of their ‘call’ in terms of a Bible verse
that specially spoke to them, or simply that they
‘felt led’. But what does the Bible actually say?

The traditional language of the call
We use phrases such as ‘I feel the Lord is calling
me to full-time mission.’ Hudson Taylor said, ‘I
felt that I was entering into a covenant with the
Almighty. I felt as though I wished to withdraw
my promise but could not. Something seemed to
[8]

The traditional language does not reﬂect
Scripture usage
Michael Bennett describes the call of God in the
Old Testament like this: ‘The Word of God comes
directly and personally to one of God’s people,
GBM MARCH – MAY 2016
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Am I called?

specifically directing that individual to assume
a defined role or task as God’s chosen leader,
representative or spokesperson.’ We never come
across the sentiment, ‘I feel God is calling me
to be a prophet.’ No potential leader is asked,
‘Do you feel God is calling you to this position?’
The call of God was objective and external. This
seems to be a far cry from the internal, subjective
impression that we label ‘the call’ today.
In the New Testament, the above definition
holds true – a specific, external, objective divine
call. This can be seen in the calling of the twelve
disciples (Mark 1:17-20; 3:13-14) and of Paul
(Acts 9:1-19).
The word ‘call’ occurs more than 300 times
and has several meanings. It can mean a summons
to conversion (Matt 9:13) and can be rejected.
Often it refers to God’s gracious work within a
sinner bring that person effectively to faith and
salvation (Rom. 8:28-30). It is used in the context
of any situation that God has assigned to us (1
Cor. 7:17). Even more pertinent is the call to a
specific function or office or place: Paul states he
is called to be an apostle (Rom. 1:1; 1 Cor.1:1).
Barnabas and Saul are called to be cross-cultural
disciple makers (Acts 13:2). There is also God’s
call to Paul and his friends to take the gospel to
Macedonia (Acts 16:9-10).
A key question is this: does our use of the
word ‘call’ reﬂect its use in these areas? I would
argue not. There does not seem to be a meaning
of internal, subjective impression. Further, are
such biblical calls, to a specific function, office or
place, normative for the 21st century church or
Christians?
I would argue not, because (1) the apostles
were unique, once for all foundation blocks of the
church (Eph. 2:20). (2) Each call was issued only
to certain individuals at certain times. These were
decisive points in salvation history, such as Acts
13 and 16, and are descriptive not prescriptive.
(3) God communicated by supernatural revelation.
In Acts 13:2, it was either audible or through
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prophecy. The Macedonian call came through a
vision, not an internal, subjective feeling. Any
equivalent call today would have to be ‘a special
revelation call’.
So the traditional language of call, meaning
a strong inner feeling or inward compulsion,
is language which does not reﬂect the biblical
materials. It is foreign to them.

Missionary decisions in the early church
Even in such a special time as the book of Acts,
decisions about mission were mostly decided, not
by supernatural revelation, but through sanctified
wisdom and a desire to make disciples. The saga
of Mark in Acts 15:36-41 is a case in point. There
was apparently no discussion as to whether God
had called Mark to make the trip. The debate was
over his suitability. The choice of Timothy in Acts
16:1-5 makes the same point. This is the pattern
on countless occasions. The sending of workers,
male and female, is based on proven character
and ability to minster. As Garry Friesen says, ‘In
the actual practise of the church, decisions about
timing, destinations and personnel were all made
by believers intent on obeying God’s moral will in
the most effective manner. There is a remarkable
absence of any reference to the call of God
beyond Acts 16.’

an excessive introspection and individualism.
More emphasis is placed on my burdens and
impressions than on the work of mission that
needs doing and the opinions of godly advisors.
At the end of a missionary’s career, what
happens when they come home? Have they given
up the call of God on their life? Should they feel
guilty if circumstances change? People end their
ministry for all sorts of good reasons. They should
not feel guilty about that.

The traditional language is unhelpful

A better approach

Language matters. The traditional language of
‘the call’ can encourage the wrong people to
put themselves forward for mission. Because
the call is so hard to define, it’s very hard to ask
what people mean. Misguided Christians use it
as a trump card – ‘I know I am called by God,
despite what others say.’ This can be damaging
for the person and for churches, especially when
there is an unwillingness to assess gifts, godliness
and mission opportunities. At the same time,
the absence of ‘a strong inner call’ can actually
put off the most gifted and godly candidates for
mission. The traditional language can encourage

I suggest that the language of desire is more
reﬂective of the biblical terminology (1 Tim. 3:1).
‘I would like to serve the Lord’ is surely more
transparent than, ‘I feel called to serve the Lord.’
Churches and mission agencies can then ask,
‘Why do you desire to be set apart for gospel
work, here or overseas?’ As Michael Bennett says
‘The motivation to serve the Lord, particularly
in what is termed full-time ministry, is a human
desire to do so, and not a felt call. However, this
human desire, which must spring from one’s love
for Jesus and the gospel and genuine compassion
for people, is not sufficient or valid in itself: it
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Putting aside the traditional language
of call means we can give priority
to testing someone’s desire
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must be rightly motivated and rightly tested.’
Putting aside the traditional language of call
means we can give priority to testing someone’s
desire. First, the individual can soberly assess
their godliness and gifts. Then their church and
a mission agency can assess the character and
competency of a candidate gently and rigorously.
Churches can also search for gifted and godly
believers who God could use in mission. This may
be liberating for reluctant unassuming believers.
So, eight years ago I stated at my induction, ‘I
believe in my heart that God has truly called me
to the pastoral oversight of Warboys Grace Baptist
Church.’ If I had my time again I would simply say,
‘I want to serve the Lord in the pastoral oversight
of Warboys Grace Baptist Church.’

Further reading:
Michael Bennett, Do you feel called by God?
(Matthias Media 2012)
Garry Friesen, Decision Making and the Will of
God (Multnomah 2004)
This is a summary of a paper that Nigel wrote for
our GBM Mission Council Conference in 2015.
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Chennai ﬂoods

HEAVY FLOODING IN

CHENNAI
Joshua Edwin is pastor
of Cornerstone Baptist
Church, Chennai, an Englishspeaking church connected
with Kilpauk Tamil Baptist
Church. Here he reports on
the massive ﬂooding that
hit Chennai at the end of
November

[12]

In Chennai the rains came in two spells between 8
November and 14 December. Heavy rains are part of
the usual monsoon, so we expect some ﬂooding at this
time of year. However, this was much worse than usual,
and the level of rainfall has been attributed to the El
Nino phenomenon. It has been estimated that around
500 people lost their lives in this ﬂood, and around 2
million people were displaced from their homes.
Parts of the coastal area of the city remained
under as much as eight feet of water. Many residents
spent days stranded on rooftops, as more than
fourteen inches of rain fell over twenty-four hours on
1 December. Rainfall of this magnitude happens only
once every hundred years.
Chennai has boomed in the twenty-first century as
a centre for vehicle factories and IT outsourcing. But
trash-filled drains and allowing builders to build on lake
beds in the rush to industrialization and prosperity has
made the city more prone to ﬂooding. Added to this,
water had been released from brimming lakes inland
without much warning.
GBM MARCH – MAY 2016

Facing page: Joshua Edwin handing out supplies to ﬂood victims Top left: Sam Devenesam handing out supplies
Top right: The Indian Navy assisting in the relief effort elsewhere in Chennai
Above: Main roadway overwhelmed with ﬂood water
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Chennai ﬂoods

Austria

YEARS

The deaf ministry
celebrates

Above: Kilpauk Tamil Baptist Church – ﬂooded. Right: in happier times

In one of the most shocking incidents,
eighteen patients died in the intensive care unit of
the MIOT International Hospital. Because of the
rapid rise in water levels, the hospital’s basement
was ﬂooded, cutting off power and oxygen
supplies.
There has been a lot of help from various
NGOs, providing food and volunteers to bring
relief to those who need it, but there simply were
not enough boats available to meet demand.
Many fishermen had their boats swept away and
are still struggling to rebuild their livelihood.
Almost all churches had believers whose
families were affected, and worship services had
to be cancelled in Moulivakkam and Choolai
Medu. During the ﬂood, members of Kilpauk
Church rose to the occasion. Four hundred food
packets per day were distributed for six days.
Around 350 families and thirty individuals from
seventeen different churches were reached with
materials, providing immediate basic needs

such as mats and blankets, men’s and women’s
clothing, soap, towels, packets of biscuits, buns,
rice and water bottles.
Just last week a village named Palaverkadu,
which is sixty-five kilometres from Chennai,
was reached with relief materials. The general
condition of the people living there is pathetic.
They are predominantly from a community known
as the ‘Irulas’, which means darkness. Rice, the
staple food of south India, is a luxury for them
and is hardly available. The children are extremely
malnourished to the point of eating dust and
ashes. Their boats have been washed away and
they are unable to work, which has added to their
woes. The church in Kilpauk is now considering
how to help in any way possible.
Please pray for the work of the Tamil Baptist
churches as they seek to bring hope and the good
news of the gospel to those whose lives have
been shaken by tragedy.

During the ﬂood, members of Kilpauk Church rose to the
occasion. Four hundred food packets per day were
distributed for six days

[14]
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Jean Ellis works among the Deaf community in
Klagenfurt, Austria, a ministry that began over twenty
years ago. Last autumn, they held a special celebration
service to give thanks for all God has done among this
community, as Jean explains
It all began with a wedding. Although I had not
been trained as an interpreter, I was often asked
to act as such by the local Deaf who knew me. On
this occasion in July 1995, I had originally planned
only to interpret at the registry office ceremony,
but finding that the RC priest wanted the couple
to choose a Bible passage, which was to be read
and signed during the church wedding, I swapped
roles with the other interpreter and enjoyed
working together with a Deaf lady on translating
1 Corinthians 13 into Austrian sign language,
as well as one of the hymns to be sung by the
congregation.
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One of the Deaf guests later commented that it
had been good to understand everything that was
going on, whereas at her own wedding there had
been no interpreter present! This comment led me
to consider what the Deaf did if they wanted to
attend a church service. After much prayer and
some discussion with the FEG church leadership
in Klagenfurt, it was decided to offer the Deaf a
special service which would be interpreted for them
into their heart language. The first such service on
8 October 1995 was attended by just a few Deaf,
but now attendance usually numbers twenty or
more, with at least half of those attending being
born-again believers! The service is no longer
[15]

Austria

I rejoice in being able to continue to be
of service to the Deaf believers as they
grow in the Lord and develop their gifts.

interpreted from spoken German, because the
Deaf prepare and carry out all parts of the service
themselves in Austrian sign language, with me
supporting them in the preparation.
An exception was the celebration at the end
of September 2015, when I had the joy of leading
those able to attend (hearing people were invited
as well) through those twenty years, with the Deaf
believers explaining various activities and events
during this time. For example, Sabine told us what
it was like in 2000 to work with Jean on translating
the Creation account in Genesis, when we had no
born-again believers, and how her brother-in-law,
Mirko Hobel, reacted negatively to what she shared
with him. He is now the pastor of the group! We
also heard about various conversion and baptismal
experiences and the contacts with Deaf people
from other countries, especially through the
European Deaf Christian Alliance.
Heide, one of the Deaf church members, has
been attending since the second service held in
January 1996. Although she was not the first Deaf
person to become a believer, she has attended
faithfully throughout these twenty years and only
misses when she is unwell. She is now seventy-six
years old.
The first conversions took place in 2003 when
Gerhard and Bettina came to know the Lord during
a visit to Deaf believers in Switzerland. Mirko and
Manuela followed in 2004 – both coming to know
the Lord ‘on their own’ as it were. Then others
followed: Sabine in August 2005 and her mother,
Heide, in October the same year; Klaus in April and
Gudrun in May 2006, and then Veronika in June;
Reinhold in October 2007; Engelbert and Hannes
early in 2011; Barbara in October 2014 (Thomas L –
who is now her husband - came to know the Lord
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Top left: Bettina and Gerhard’s Wedding

in Salzburg some years back) and most recently
Thomas B in May 2015. At some stage Manuela
and Mirko’s daughter, Monica also came to know
the Lord, but like Thomas B, she has not yet been
baptised. Only ten of the baptised believers are
also church members and four of the believers live
at some distance, sometimes making attendance
difficult.
As it all began with Manuela and Mirko’s
wedding, it was appropriate to include in the
celebration the opportunity for married couples
to renew their marriage vows. Hans-Peter (pastor
of FEG Klagenfurt), preached about Christian
marriage and then introduced the idea of renewing
vows, and afterwards spoke a blessing on the
three couples that took part. First of all, Mirko and
Manuela reiterated their desire to be faithful to one
another, but including now their desire to serve the
Lord and to live their married life as he desires. It
was a real joy to watch them signing this, always
Mirko first and then Manuela confirming what
he had already signed. Gerhard and Bettina and
Thomas and Barbara, who have only had registry
office weddings, followed on, but Sabine and
Engelbert decided to wait until 2016, when they
will be celebrating their Silver Wedding anniversary
and would like to renew their marriage vows on
that occasion.
It has been a great joy for me to experience
what the Lord has done so far, and I rejoice in
being able to continue to be of service to the Deaf
believers as they grow in the Lord and develop their
gifts. However, they long to see more Deaf come
to know the Lord and would very much appreciate
the continued prayers of brothers and sisters in the
Lord in Britain and elsewhere to this end.
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Top right: Mirko preaching
Left: The cake explodes!
Below left: The congregation at the 20th
Anniversary Deaf service
Below right: Hans Peter (the church pastor) prays,
and Jean signs
Bottom left: Klagenfurt
Bottom right: Manuela, Monica and Sabine
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UK church news
Grace Baptist Network is a group that brings together a number of Grace Baptist
regional associations of churches, together with GBM and Grace Baptist Partnership (an
agency that seeks to help churches plant churches) to promote evangelism and churchplanting across the UK. We aim to use these pages in the GBM Herald as a regular
feature, reporting on church-planting projects and other initiatives in the UK

Growing Smaller Churches
Three regional day conferences for church leaders in 2016
exploring how smaller churches can grow

SOUTHALL

Speakers: Nigel Hoad, Barry King, Jim Sayers
Kew Baptist Church — March 17
Jireh Baptist Church Wigan — May 5
Providence Baptist Church, Penknap, Westbury — July 14

Grace Baptist
Church,
Southall
A sermon illustration! That’s not
only what this story has become.
That’s how this story began.
Jeff Noblit, long time pastor of
Grace Life Church of the Shoals in
the United States, was preaching
to his congregation in Alabama.
What he didn’t realise was that
his extended audience included a
group of young men in Southall,
West London, who were viewing
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the sermon via the internet. As
he gave an illustration he made
mention of ‘a church planter in
London, England’. That piqued
the curiosity of these young
men. Was there someone else
in their city that believed the
same doctrines they had recently
embraced? Would that person
be able to help them plant a
church in Southall? One of them
contacted the church in America
to see who Pastor Noblit was
talking about. That’s when they
learned my name and received my
details.
Vic Gill wrote me out of the

blue telling me who he was
and asking if I would be willing
to meet him in Southall some
time. I wasn’t quite as busy
then as I am now, so I was able
to arrange a time fairly quickly
when we could meet up. He
showed me the sights of Southall,
including Gurdwaras, Mosques
and Temples. He also acquainted
me with the eclectic mix of
Christian denominations in the
town. To be honest it was all a bit
overwhelming. After a traditional
Indian meal we began to make
our way back to the station. Vic
had mentioned a small chapel
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where a godly man exercised a
faithful ministry. I asked if he would
mind showing me where they met.
He was happy to do so and was
even able to introduce me to the
minister.
Since that day seven years
ago much has happened. I had
the privilege of baptizing Vic and
his wife and a number of their
friends as they were received into
membership at the church in Wood
Green. We as a church had the
privilege of helping them begin
the process of church planting,
first at Richings Park and then in
Southall itself. Aided by many
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of your churches, they were able
to purchase that chapel I was
telling you about, as the church
that had met there had closed.
Now they have been formed as
an autonomous church and have
called their first pastor – one of the
men who was present when Pastor
Noblit’s sermon illustration made
mention of a church planter in
London.
Please pray for Grace Church,
Southall and for Pastor Sonny
Simak, that God will use them for
his glory in Southall – and beyond.
Barry King, Grace Baptist
Partnership

Above: Sonny and Sarita Simak
with Dean Olive at the 2015 True
Church conference
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EVANGELISM AUDIT
HANNEY CHAPEL

a friendly one, come in and probe
what is being done and explore
whether there are evangelistic
opportunities that the church
has missed. It has been thrilling
to have been asked by three
churches so far this year to carry
out such an audit with training in
evangelism. Could your church be
another? But what does such an
audit entail?
At this stage you need to be a
member church of the Association
in the South East, although we
would consider helping other likeminded churches. Following an
enquiry, we meet with the church
leadership and then the church
as a whole, as we lay out what is
going to happen and the possible
evangelistic benefits to the church.
Should the church invite the Home
Mission team (Nigel Hoad and Tim

Does your
church
need an
Evangelism
Audit?
Some twelve years ago AGBC
(South East) Home Mission began
working alongside churches
who requested help in having an
audit undertaken of their current
evangelism and how it could be
developed. At the Association’s
Annual Meetings in October 2015,
Nigel Hoad, Director of Home
Mission, launched a new drive to
encourage churches to respond to
this offer of help.
This can be daunting because a
church is letting an outsider, albeit

The Village
Church that
wouldn’t die
‘There are just the two of us left
now. What should we do?’ Most
dying village churches would
give up at that point and travel
to a church elsewhere.
But these two women
prayed, and asked
another church for help.
From that small turning
point a wonderful story
begins.
Hanney Chapel had
been a village mission in
rural Oxfordshire, and
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Pantiles Baptist Church, Tunbridge Wells

in 1998 the last two members,
Sue and Margaret, asked Abbey
Baptist Church in Abingdon for
help. At this time Abbey had been
praying about starting a work
elsewhere and it’s members saw
this as the Lord’s answer. The
two churches were combined
and eleven Abbey Members
were set aside to concentrate on

the building up of the work at
Hanney.
As well as maintaining the
Sunday Evening Service, they also
started ‘Jumpstart’, a children’s
club, and a Friday club for older
youngsters, which have reached
many families in the village.
Another focus has been running
Christianity Explained courses for
several people from the
village and beyond. One of
the Abbey elders and his
wife moved into the village
and this really helped
dispel any impression that
the Chapel was being run
by outsiders.
As families from the
surrounding area started
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to come, it became obvious that
the building needed extending
if anything was to be done for
children on a Sunday. Two rooms
were built on the side and a
kitchen installed. It was decided
to move the Hanney service to a
Sunday morning (with ‘Explorers’
classes for children). Everyone
worshipped together at Abbey
on Sunday evenings.
The Church ran Holiday
Bible Clubs, one year
in Abingdon and the
next in Hanney, and
every autumn an Open
Air Mission schools
presentation brought
the Bible to life both
in Abingdon and
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Gardner) to carry out the audit,
then from an agreed start date,
for a period of three months we
will work alongside the church to
draw up a report highlighting the
current and potential opportunities
for evangelism.

we will work
alongside the church
to draw up a report
highlighting the
current and potential
opportunities for
evangelism
Our in-depth research, both on
the ground and using internet
data, seeks to explore the makeup of the church, the gifts of the
members and current evangelistic
projects, looking at expectations,
commitment and resources.
The local area will be explored

several villages. Finally, in 2011
the decision was taken to set
loose the Hanney group as an
independent church of about
forty people. They became an
independent church in January
2012, and they were thankful to
God that they were able to call
Mark Fisher as their first pastor
in 2014.

and surveyed, looking for new
evangelistic opportunities and how
well the church is known among
its neighbours. This can be quite
revealing, as often our perceptions
of our neighbours can be wide of
the mark!
The report will state the obvious,
hopefully the not-so-obvious,
and present to the church new
evangelistic opportunities, and
ways of developing existing
evangelistic events. The church
leadership and fellowship are asked
to consider prayerfully putting
some of these recommendations
into action. Whatever is agreed
will then be helped to get off the
ground, reviewed regularly and
supported by training by the Home
Mission team.
Nigel Hoad, Director of Home
Mission, AGBC (SE)

It is a testimony to God’s
faithfulness through those years
to see how far the church has
come. Sue and Margaret are still
part of the work and around
them is a church with folk of all
ages, keen to see God’s word
made known to Hanney and
beyond.
Are you in a village church
that seems about to die?
Will you let things drift on
without help? Why not
have the courage to do as
Sue and Margaret did, and
ask a larger church nearby
to help you make a new
beginning for God’s glory.
Jim Sayers
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GBM’S SUMMER HOLIDAY

Summer Teams 2016

A self-catering holiday for all ages.
Athelington Hall Farm, Suffolk.
Saturday 30 July – Saturday 6 August
Speaker: Mick Lockwood (Haworth)
Book online at gbm.org.uk/summerholidays.html

We are very encouraged by the response so far, and
have already received a number of application forms.
The Poland team is now full, but there are a few
spaces left on the following teams:
Albania

Albania
26 July to 8 August

Latvia
25 August to 4 September 2015

Work with David Wilcox and Benni
Chelani in Elbasan, running a Holiday
Bible Club, basic English classes and
evening street outreach.

Working with Malcolm and Ruth Firth
in Riga, reaching out to Internationals
and International Students with
Agape Studenti.

For further details see our website or
contact supportministries@gbm.org.
uk for a fact sheet and application
form.
Closing date for all teams: March
18 2016.

ver
quistius net iduci totat volum res ad quation sequata numquia que
perferi a dolo diam cum ipsam ani simus et velecto et offic totat ut
tatempe por modit exces at labore volum, odipsam hil ipsae
autem fuga. Natur, non prepers peribeatest, odis pelis etureic
Labor asi blabore comnis dellacipid ulparciis eos volestiisqui ullent
veriorunt et estotatur? Aquidel illorep uditatendi natquatus.
ratis untinih illam, voluptatur simil maioreprem. Udam ipsa

Root Hill Youth Camp 2016
For ages 17-30
20-27 August 2016
Root Hill Farm, Dorking,
Surrey
Speaker: David Skull,
Guildford

Book online at gbm.org.uk/summerholidays.html
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pray:2016
G B M W E E K O F P R AY E R

Latvia

Wiltshire
Mission Day
Saturday 16 April
Bradford-on-Avon

S U N D AY 1 2 T O S U N D AY 1 9 J U N E 2 0 1 6
Make a date now to join with us in our week of
prayer for world mission. Take time in your church
programme to pray with us. Full prayer guide in June
Herald.

Vivien Thrower We give thanks for the life of Vivien Thrower who died in
January. Born in India, the son of missionaries David and Martena Thrower,
Vivien served for many years on GBM Council and as a trustee.
GBM MARCH – MAY 2016
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It has always been my
ambition to preach the
gospel where Christ was
not known
Romans 15:20

G B M ’ S L I T E R AT U R E M I N I S T R Y
L I T E R AT U R E C O O R D I N AT O R : K E S T E R P U T M A N

Changes in the way we work
When GBM’s literature
ministry moved from
Southport to GBM’s Mission
Centre in Abingdon, it
quickly became obvious
that it wouldn’t be practical
to store all our stock on site, take deliveries in the
narrow street, and continually carry books up and
down stairs. Also, as Maciek and Mary Stolarski had
run the work together, the next question was who
we should recruit to help me with the admin and
despatch aspects of the work. In the end we came
up with a different solution.
Oxfordshire is home to many publishers, and most
of these now outsource all their stock handling
and despatch to specialist warehousing companies,
so that stock goes straight from the printers to
the contractor’s warehouse. With GBM Council’s
agreement we have gone down the same route. Our
book stock is now held in a warehouse in Banbury,
and I maintain our large list of contacts and the
correspondence with them. I decide what books
are to be sent to whom, and I send my instructions
to the warehouse company electronically. They
are told which titles to send to which address,
with any enclosures from me, and they are able to
post the books at preferential postage rates. It has
actually turned out cheaper to do things this way
than it would have been if we had employed an
extra member of staff. It also leaves me with more
time to focus on developing the work in some new
directions.

literature@gbm.org.uk

| Text: 07415 392492

|

Top: JC Ryle, Jonathan Edwards and
John Owen – a selection of some of the
materials that we distribute
Above: The logistics and distribution of
book stock has been outsourced to aid
efficiency

@GBM_Lit
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